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I. What’s a clitic?

• An affix is usually sensitive to the part of speech onto which it attaches.

happen-ed verbal tense suffix
sing-er-s agentive suffix (applies to verbs)

and plural suffix (applies to nouns)

• A clitic, on the other hand, is usually more promiscuous in where it attaches.
the [child]’s book =book of child
the [man with the yellow hat]’s monkey ≠monkey of hat
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Classic work on clitics

• Classic work on clitics examined how English negation functions as a 
clitic (Zwicky & Pullum 1983).

 I can’t go  = I can not go
 Can’t you go? = *Can not you go?
     (Can you not go?)
 Wouldn’t you? = *Would not you?
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Other types of clitics

Romance clitics in Spanish

(1) [Da]=me=lo    *Da a Juan=lo (Dálo a Juan)
 give.INDIC=1S.IO=3S.DO   give.INDIC to Juan=3S.DO
 ‘give it to me’   ‘give it to Juan’

(2) Te=lo=[iba a decir] antes. 
 2S.IO=3S.DO=go.IMP to tell before
 ‘I was going to tell it to you before.’
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What do these things have in common?

• They need to attach to a word – they can not occur in isolation
 syntax/morphology
• They are mostly prosodically-deficient (non stress-bearing) 
 phonology
• The ordering of the stem and clitic might be different than the ordering found with 

the matching non-clitic form.
 morphology/syntax
• Unlike affixes, they are non-selective in what they attach to.
 morphology/syntax
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Is it about their syntax or their phonology?

• Phonologists
 Oh, I don’t know how you would characterize these. Ask the 

syntacticians. Oh look! There’s neat assimilation and tone and...

• Syntacticians 
 It boils down to the phonology.
 (Haspelmath 2023, J.P. Koenig, last week)
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Clitics in Otomanguean languages
• Pronominal clitics are a huge topic in Otomanguean phonology, 

morphology, and syntax. They are clitics or clitic-like in most Otomanguean 
languages and often cause phonological changes on stems.

• Macaulay argues that the Chalcatongo Mixtec pronouns are clitics (or 
phrasal affixes), contra earlier descriptions by Pike (1944, 1949) who 
argued that they were simply phonologically-reduced versions of full 
pronouns (Macaulay 1987). 

• Her analysis is based on the observation that the bound pronouns attach 
either to verbs or to post-verbal adverbial modifiers (non-selectivity).
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• Marlett (1993) argues that one must distinguish between prosodic and 
syntactic independence in the categorization of Zapotec pronouns.

• Those which are prosodically independent may appear in several positions, 
such as in isolation. Prosodically independent pronouns are always 
syntactically-independent.

• Those which are syntactically independent are permitted to occur after non-
pronominal subjects.

• Hollenbach’s work on Copala Trique (1984) is more inconclusive as to the 
status of bound pronouns. Phrase-final pronouns are argued to be simple 
clitics that apply late in the stages of word derivation, but appear similar to 
affixes.
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So, it’s morphosyntax?

Morphosyntactic arguments for clitic-hood appear in work on Tataltepec 
Chatino (Sullivant, 2015), Zacatepec Eastern Chatino (Villard, 2015), 
Teotepec Eastern Chatino (McIntosh, 2016), Zenzontepec Chatino 
(Campbell, 2014), Betaza Zapotec (Teodocio Olivares, 2009), 
Guienagati Zapotec (Benn, 2021), Zoochina Zapotec (López Nicolas, 
2016), and Chocho (Mock, 1982). 

Yet, it is the prosodic criteria for clitic-hood that are highlit in many 
other sources on Otomanguean languages.
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Or phonology?

• All else being equal, we expect stems with affixes to comprise a 
prosodic domain smaller than that of the cliticized word (Nespor 
and Vogel, 1986; Vogel, 2009).

• The prosodic word can be iterative and the clitic group comprises the 
largest grouping here (Anderson 2005).
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Two types of iterative prosodic words

2.2 Prosodic criteria
Although Zwicky and Pullum’s criteria for clitic-hood mostly excludes phonology, one com-
mon argument in favor of clitics in different Otomanguean languages relates to prosodic
domains. All else being equal, we expect stems with affixes to comprise a prosodic do-
main smaller than that of the cliticized word (Nespor and Vogel, 1986; Vogel, 2009). What
qualifies as a distinct domain appears to vary across studies. The crux of the issue is how
to define ‘smaller’ or ‘larger.’ One view is that the domain of the cliticized word involves
additional prosodic constituents relative to another prosodic word, e.g. extrametricality or
extraprosodicity. This is exemplified with the prosodic structure on the left of Figure 1,
where the highest level reflects either an iterative prosodic word, PrWd’ (Anderson, 2005;
Bennett, 2018; Itô and Mester, 2003; Selkirk, 1995), or the clitic group, CW (Vogel, 2009).
Regardless of whether one asserts that a true clitic group exists in the prosodic hierarchy,
the general assumption is that it contains additional phonological substance absent at lower
prosodic levels. In other words, the debate over composite words (Vogel, 2009), clitic groups
(CG) or iterative prosodic words has nothing to do with additional phonological substance,
but with questions related to recursivity and independence.

Another view is that the cliticized word may be isomorphic with the prosodic word, but
involve morphophonological operations which strictly apply after affixal processesn (Ander-
son, 2005). The application or non-application of phonological processes at the stem+clitic
boundary is then considered to be evidence for unique prosodic domains, as in Alcozauca
Mixtec (Uchihara and Mendoza Ruiz, 2022). This representation is provided on the right in
Figure 1, where (T) reflects a possible suprasegmental feature like tone with a given value.

PrWd’=CW
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Figure 1: The concatenative (left) vs. non-concatenative prosodic word (right). CW = clitic
word or composite word, following Vogel (2009).

The difference between these representations is essentially a morphological one, not a
phonological one. The first representation views clitics as purely concatenative, while the
second permits cliticization to be a morphophonological process that may spread features
onto the stem (at either the right or left edge). The concatenative representation on the left
reflects the attachment of an enclitic while the one on the right reflects the attachment of
an endoclitic. Both these representations occur within Itunyoso Triqui and, we argue, both
are types of clitics. This stands in contrast with recent work arguing that all clitics must be
concatenative (Haspelmath, 2023).

Concatenative iterative prosodic word Non-concatenative iterative prosodic word 
(b/c tone)

CW = cliticized 
word
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Enter Zingler (2022) and Haspelmath (2023)

hand, these items do not obligatorily occur with every stem over which they scope and can thus have 
a phrasal distribution like clitics. 14 On the assumption that they are typically limited to a single word 
class, though, the previously existing term “suspended affixes” seems justified on the present account 
as well, and thus I will not propose a new category label for them.

6 | SUMMARY

Table 1 illustrates the four major types of formatives discussed in this paper and the syntagmatic 
and prosodic properties used to identify them. Note that anti-clitics are “partly” phonological words 
because they do not necessarily meet all criteria of phonological wordhood. By contrast, weak words 
are “partly” phonological words because they only lack the prosodic prominence that otherwise 
defines a phonological word domain in the relevant language.

The typology summarised in the above table suggests that grammatical(ised) markers fall into 
four separate types. Yet, the existence of minor patterns such as mobile and suspended affixes already 
showed that this conclusion would be false. Instead, this impression emerges as an artefact of the 
parameters chosen in Zingler  (2020), and the selection of more and/or different parameters would 
lead to another inventory of formal patterns. For instance, Haspelmath  (2011, p. 38–39) discusses 
the common idea that speakers only pause between words. However, he also mentions that speakers 
of some languages pause within strings that would be considered words on (all) other parameters. 
Hence, the inclusion of “pausability” as a parameter of wordhood would apparently create yet another 
class of elements that are neither prototypical words nor prototypical affixes. With regard to this 
potential parameter, however, it has to be concluded that there are simply not enough spoken corpora 
of underdocumented languages to perform a meaningful cross-linguistic assessment of the notion of 
“pausability.” As such, most of the parameters employed here offer a useful alternative in that they 
reference information that is available in most descriptive works. Finally, the idea that grammatical-
ised elements fall into four neat categories is also erroneous because this work was only concerned 
with formal (i.e., phonological and distributional) differences. In other words, aspects such as the 
regularity of the semantic contribution of clitics or their pragmatic relationship with full forms was 
not given any attention even though they might lead to further refinements.

The proposal made here is in line with current research on wordhood (e.g., Bickel & Zúñiga, 2017; 
Bickel et  al.,  2009; Dixon & Aikhenvald,  2003; Haspelmath,  2011; Schiering et  al.,  2010; Tall-
man,  2020, 2021; Van Gijn & Zúñiga,  2014). These works show that languages do not have one 
word domain that is singled out by different tests for wordhood but rather that languages have a 
host of morphological and phonological processes that target different (though partially overlapping) 
domains. From this, it necessarily follows that there are several types of units below the level of the 
full word. However, the empirical claim of the present work was that these sub-word units fall into 
comparatively few abstract categories across languages. Therefore, this paper should minimally serve 
as a useful basis for future falsification, and any cross-linguistically robust patterns that should be 
added to the present typology would be of obvious interest to (morphological) typology.

ZINGLER18 of 23

Property Anti-clitic Affix Clitic Weak word
Independent phonological word Partly No No Partly
Bound to a domain Yes Yes Yes No
Bound to a specific word class Yes Yes No No

T A B L E  1  Differences and similarities between anti-clitics, affixes, clitics, and weak words
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“ ‘Clitics’ will be defined as morphemes that can occur with hosts from different 
word classes but that are dependent on that host domain in terms of at least one 
parameter of phonological wordhood.”

(Zingler 2022)

For Zingler, it is non-selectivity (morphosyntax) that is the crucial criterion for 
clitic-hood.



Haspelmath (2023)

• Zingler leaves open the range of patterns that could comprise a clitic, 
including morphemes that alter the phonological shape of their host.
• Pro/enclitics which attach to their hosts without conditioning changes.
• Endoclitic which are hard to phonologically separate from a host.

• Haspelmath argues...
“Forms are continuous segment sequences, which excludes the 
possibility of “tonal morphs” (Haspelmath 2020: §4). This also means 
that there can be no tonal clitics, as has occasionally been suggested 
(e.g. Van de Velde 2009).”
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What’s a form?

• For Haspelmath, all true clitics must be morphs. These are forms.

• All morphs are separable from each other – they must be interpreted as 
concatenative (c.f. Haspelmath 2020).

• "roots by definition are segment sequences”

• This means that there are no endoclitics by Haspelmath’s definition, 
since clitics must be analyzeable as sequences.
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So... it’s phonology?
• A lot of these arguments here rest on looking at non-fusional 

morphology, but fusional processes can be analyzed concatenatively.
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2.2 Prosodic criteria
Although Zwicky and Pullum’s criteria for clitic-hood mostly excludes phonology, one com-
mon argument in favor of clitics in different Otomanguean languages relates to prosodic
domains. All else being equal, we expect stems with affixes to comprise a prosodic do-
main smaller than that of the cliticized word (Nespor and Vogel, 1986; Vogel, 2009). What
qualifies as a distinct domain appears to vary across studies. The crux of the issue is how
to define ‘smaller’ or ‘larger.’ One view is that the domain of the cliticized word involves
additional prosodic constituents relative to another prosodic word, e.g. extrametricality or
extraprosodicity. This is exemplified with the prosodic structure on the left of Figure 1,
where the highest level reflects either an iterative prosodic word, PrWd’ (Anderson, 2005;
Bennett, 2018; Itô and Mester, 2003; Selkirk, 1995), or the clitic group, CW (Vogel, 2009).
Regardless of whether one asserts that a true clitic group exists in the prosodic hierarchy,
the general assumption is that it contains additional phonological substance absent at lower
prosodic levels. In other words, the debate over composite words (Vogel, 2009), clitic groups
(CG) or iterative prosodic words has nothing to do with additional phonological substance,
but with questions related to recursivity and independence.

Another view is that the cliticized word may be isomorphic with the prosodic word, but
involve morphophonological operations which strictly apply after affixal processesn (Ander-
son, 2005). The application or non-application of phonological processes at the stem+clitic
boundary is then considered to be evidence for unique prosodic domains, as in Alcozauca
Mixtec (Uchihara and Mendoza Ruiz, 2022). This representation is provided on the right in
Figure 1, where (T) reflects a possible suprasegmental feature like tone with a given value.

PrWd’=CW
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Figure 1: The concatenative (left) vs. non-concatenative prosodic word (right). CW = clitic
word or composite word, following Vogel (2009).

The difference between these representations is essentially a morphological one, not a
phonological one. The first representation views clitics as purely concatenative, while the
second permits cliticization to be a morphophonological process that may spread features
onto the stem (at either the right or left edge). The concatenative representation on the left
reflects the attachment of an enclitic while the one on the right reflects the attachment of
an endoclitic. Both these representations occur within Itunyoso Triqui and, we argue, both
are types of clitics. This stands in contrast with recent work arguing that all clitics must be
concatenative (Haspelmath, 2023).

“That’s not a clitic, 
Christian.”

“Now that’s a clitic, Christian.”



Where does that leave us?
• In many contexts where authors have argued that it is the phonological 

criteria for clitic-hood that defines them, they demonstrate that endoclitics 
do not have non-selectivity.

• In other words, they draw a close link between the fact that a clitic has 
“fused” to a stem and its now affixal behavior.

• That means we should minimally show distinct morphosyntactic and 
phonological properties of Triqui pronouns to demonstrate how they fit. 

(or maybe just show how they work)
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Some “criteria” for clitics (Zwicky & Pullum)

1. Clitics are non-selective in the part of speech they attach to, whereas affixes are 
sensitive to part of speech.

2. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have accidental or 
paradigmatic gaps.

3. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have idiosyncratic 
phonological shapes.

4. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have idiosyncratic 
semantics.

5. Syntactic rules affect affixed words, but not clitic+host combinations.
6. Only clitics may attach to material already containing clitics.
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II. Triqui pronouns

Triqui pronouns comprise different types

1. All speech-act participant pronouns (1S, 2S, 1DU) modify the shape of the 
stem in some way. These are called endoclitics.

2. Remaining pronouns (1P.INCL, 1P.EXCL, 3M, 3F, 3ANIM) do not modify the 
shape of the stem. These are called enclitics.

3. Plural pronouns are somewhat compositional (clitic-doubling) and are also 
enclitics.
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3 Enclitics, endoclitics, and independent pronouns in Itunyoso Triqui

There should be no assumption that all pronominal elements in Otomanguean languages
behave uniformly as a type. Some are clitics, some are independent pronouns, and some
straddle the line between enclitic and endoclitic, all within the same language. Itunyoso
Triqui is no different in this regard. There is a well-motivated distinction between two
types of dependent pronouns: those marking speech act participants (1s, 2s, 1du) and
those marking 3rd person and other plural referents. The former class consists of endoclitics
which change the tonal and phonological properties of the stems they attach to, while the
latter class consists entirely of enclitics which do not change the stem’s phonological shape.
The speech act participant class also has several additional grammatical properties distinct
from the class of enclitics. In her dissertation, Hollenbach describes what we might call
the “endoclitic class” in Copala Triqui as a class of enclitics which condition word-external
morphology, but does not mention that these target a distinct prosodic constituent from the
normal enclitics (Hollenbach, 1984).

Separate from these two morphological classes, there is a distinction between aforemen-
tioned, topical, and topically-contrastive 3rd person pronouns marked via tone on stems
or existing enclitics. We discuss this more in-depth in the chapter on information struc-
ture, though it has a complex morphophonology. Unlike the enclitics, which are dependent
pronouns, the objective case and generic plural pronouns are independent.

3.1 Grammatical distinctions in pronouns

Table 1: Endoclitic, enclitic, and compositional pronouns on an Itunyoso Triqui verb. Note
the two forms of the 2nd person plural – the latter is an emergent form that speakers use in
running speech. It involves some phonological changes on roots it applies to.

Form Gloss Pronoun Category
a3ne32 ‘to bathe (oneself)’
a4neh4 ‘I am bathing myself’ 1s endoclitic
a3neP3 ‘we (du) bathe ourselves’ 1du endoclitic
a3ne32=ũh4 ‘we (excl) bathe ourselves’ 1.excl enclitic
a3ne32=neP4 ‘we (incl) bathe ourselves’ 1.incl enclitic
a3ne1=ReP1 ‘you bathe yourself’ 2 endoclitic
a3ne32=sih3 ‘he bathes himself’ 3.masc enclitic
a3ne32=ũh3 ‘she bathes herself’ 3.fem enclitic
a3ne32=tSuh3 ‘it bathes itself’ 3.anim enclitic
a3ne32 (a3)ni2PiH4=ReP1 ‘you (pl) bathe yourselves’ pl=2 compositional
∼ a3ne5=hReP1 ‘you (pl) bathe yourselves’ pl=2 enclitic
a3ne32 (a3)ni2Pi3=sih3 ‘they (masc) bathe themselves’ pl=masc compositional
a3ne32 (a3)ni2Pi3=ũh3 ‘they (fem) bathe themselves’ pl=fem compositional
a3ne32 (a3)ni2Pi3=tSuh3 ‘they (anim) bathe themselves’ pl=anim compositional
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2.1 Forms of the plural

• Several types of indefinite quantifiers can occur where “plural” occurs.

neh³  plural/generic  occurs in isolation or w/clitic
(a³)niʔ² plural    occurs w/clitic
nu¹kʷeh¹ dual/‘pair of’  occurs w/clitic
ni²ˀrua⁴³ many/much   occurs in isolation or w/clitic
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Are plural pronouns clitics or independent pronouns?

(3) Kã³ʔãh²=neh³=sih³
 PERF.leave=PL=3M

 ‘They left’ ~ ‘They have left.’

(4a) *Neh³=sih³  kã³ʔãh²  (4b) Juan kã³ʔãh²
 PL=3M  PERF.leave   Juan PERF.leave
 ‘They left’     ‘Juan left.’
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Or are they pro-clitics?

(2) *neh3=sih3

3P=M
kã3Pãh2

perf.go

‘They (masc) left.’

In example (2), we observe that the generic 3rd person plural may not occur in a pre-
verbal position, where any full NP may occur when under focus. Instead, it must attach
to the right edge of a stem, as we see in (1). This is true whether the masculine clitic is
attached to it or if /neh3/ occurs a generic 3rd person plural ‘they.’ This same restriction
holds if one replaces the generic 3rd person plural with the generic plural /a3niP2/ or with
the dual /nu1kweh1/, e.g. kã3Pãh2=nu1kweh1=sih3 ‘they (two) males left.’

This observation for number marking clitics is unrelated to any kind of general restriction
on quantifiers. Unlike clitics, numerals remain free morphemes in the language and may, in
fact, occur with attached pronominal clitics in pre-verbal position, as examples (3) and (4)
show. Thus, the compositional plural clitics are morphosyntactically distinct from quantifier
constructions. In both cases, the quantified noun may also occur post-verbally of course –
pre-verbal position remains the position for narrow/contrastive focus.

(3) bbih1=ũh3

two=3f
kã3Pãh2

perf.go

‘The two of them (female) left.’

(4) NgoP2

one.1.dual
kã3Pãh2

perf.go

‘One of us (two) left.’

The three plural markers may behave as free morphemes when they are not used in
isolation or before clitic pronouns. When they appear with full NPs, they no longer behave
as clitics, but as free pronouns indicating plural or dual count for the noun phrase. For
instance, observe the pattern in (5) with /neh3/ and the pattern in (7) with /nu1kweh1/.
Thus, there are two behaviors of the plural markers in Triqui: when a pronoun attaches as
a compositional pronoun form, they are properly enclitics, but when they precede full NPs,
they are free pronouns marking a three-way number contrast.

(5) neh3

3P
s̃ıP3

child
kã3Pãh2

perf.go

‘The children left’ ∼ ‘(It was) the children (who) left.’

(6) *neh3

3P
kã3Pãh2

perf.go

‘They left’ ∼ ‘(It was) they (who) left.’
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2.2 Non-selectivity in pronouns

• To demonstrate non-selectivity in the pronoun system, we will want to 
both look at 
• how pronouns attach to different parts of speech
• how so-called clitics differ from other full noun phrases

• The second sub-criterion is important if we want to claim that a clitic 
is essentially a syntactic element just like a full NP is.
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Both endoclitics and enclitic apply at the right edge.

(7) ki³-nĩ³ʔĩh⁵
 PERF-know/see.1S

 ‘I knew (it)’

(8) ki³-nĩ³ʔĩ³=sih³
 PERF-know/see=3M

 ‘He knew (it)’
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But an adverb can intervene after the verb!

(9) ki³-nĩ³ʔĩ³  ni²ˀrua⁴³=sih³
 PERF-know/see much=3M

 ‘He knew/saw a lot’

(10) ki³-nĩ³ʔĩ³  ni²ˀruah⁴  The adverb now has the
 PERF-know/see much.1S  endoclitic.
 ‘I knew/saw a lot’
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These are all verbs though...

The same exact pronouns apply to nouns.

(11) ra³ʔah⁵   (12) ra³ʔa³=sih³
 hand.1S   hand=3M
 ‘my hand’   ‘his hand’

(13) si³-ku⁴³  (14) si³-kuh⁵=sih³
 POSS’D-bone.1S  POSS’D-bone=3M
 ‘my bone’   ‘his bone’
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...and to prepositions

(15) tʃi³ʔih⁵  (16) tʃi³ʔi⁴=sih³
 about.1S   about=3M

 ‘about me’   ‘about him’

(17) ᵑɡah¹   (18) ᵑɡa¹=sih³
 with.1S   with=3M

 ‘with me’   ‘with him’

N.B. All 3rd person pronouns look identical to 3M here.
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...and even to numbers

(19) ᵑɡo²=ũh³   (20)  ᵑɡoʔ²
 one=3F     one.1DU

 ‘one of them (fem)’  ‘one of us two’

(21) ᵑɡo²=ũh⁴
 one=1.EXCL

 ‘one of us (not including you)’
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2.3 Independence in pronouns

• None of the pronouns are permitted to occur in isolation, but we can only 
determine this if we look at fronted noun phrases.

• When an entity is under focus, it occurs in the pre-verbal position. Instead 
of the typical VSO word order in Triqui, we get SVO or OVS.

(22) Ku³-tʃu⁴mã⁴³ Basi ni³kjãh⁵  (23) Basi ku³-tʃu⁴mã⁴³ ni³kjãh⁵
 PERF-arrive Basi Tlaxiaco   Basi PERF-arrive Tlaxiaco
 ‘Basileo arrived in Tlaxiaco.’   ‘Basi arrived in Tlaxiaco.’
 VSO – normal word order   SVO – answer to ‘who arrived?’
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What’s an independent pronoun?
• In certain languages with clitic pronouns, there may be separate independent 

words that are free morphemes and not clitics, e.g. Zacatepec Mixtec (Towne et al 
2011).

(24)     (25)

• Itunyoso does not have independent pronouns. If you wish to place the pronoun 
under focus, the clitics must attach to the word for ‘self’ /mã²ʔã³/, e.g. mã²ʔã³=sih³ 
‘He ~ he, himself.’
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24 GRAMÁTICA TACUATE  

 Chàchi vaڤa ndo. 
 comen bien ustedes 

Ustedes comen bien. 
 Sùkun ndi. 
 alto nosotros 

Somos altos. 
 chaڤaڤ yo 
 pie nosotros 

nuestros pies 
Hay dos formas del pronombre yo (nosotros inclusivo): yo, -o. 

Ocupamos yo en la mayoría de los casos. Pero ocupamos -o cuando la 
palabra anterior termina con e, en, i, in, y cuando es el sujeto de un verbo o 
el poseedor de un sustantivo. 
 kàڤan yo hablamos 
 koڤo yo tomaremos 
 kuatio nuestro problema 
 kèڤneo caemos 

Además, si la palabra tiene doble e o doble i al final (incluso las vocales 
con saltillo), se pierde la vocal final cuando se contrae con el pronombre -o. 
 kee ndo salen ustedes keo salimos 
 seڤe hijo seڤo nuestro hijo 
 chiڤin con chiڤo con nosotros 

Note que en los ejemplos anteriores, la palabra chiin con está 
nasalizada. En la palabra chio con nosotros la vocal i está nasalizada, pero 
no se indica porque el pronombre -o nunca se nasaliza. 

Para expresar el complemento de un verbo, es necesario usar la forma 
larga yo. Observe la diferencia en los siguientes pares de ejemplos.

 NdȘ'o ra.  
 vimos:nosotros él 

Lo vimos. 
 Rakan ndȘڤo.  
 ése vimos:nosotros 

Vimos a ese señor. 

 NdȘ'e ra yo. 
 vio él nosotros 

Él nos vio. 
 Rakan ndȘڤe yo.  
 ése vio nosotros 

Ese señor nos vio.
Los pronombres dependientes singulares -i, -un también se contraen con 

la palabra anterior. Cuando la palabra anterior al pronombre termina con 
una vocal sencilla (no doble ni doble con saltillo), el pronombre no se 
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(25) bbih1=tSuh3

two=3.anim

‘two of them (animals)’

Full NPs may appear in any of the locations where we observe enclitics in Itunyoso Triqui.
These observations and examples illustrate the principle of non-selectivity in the attachment
of both endoclitics and enclitics in the language. They are almost completely insensitive to
the part of speech.

3.2.2 Clitic pronouns under focus
Clitic pronouns may not occur in isolation. One context pertinent for this is informational
focus. Both argument/narrow focus and contrastive focus in Itunyoso Triqui require that
the argument occur in the pre-verbal position. Importantly, neither endoclitics and enclitics
may occur in this position. When these occur under focus, they must attach to the Triqui
word for ‘self’ /mã2Pã3/, as we observe in examples (26) and (27). The initial example also
demonstrates that full NPs may appear under focus pre-verbally without this word. Under
no circumstances may a clitic occur in pre-verbal position without a preceding stem, i.e.
sentences like (28) are impossible, but (29) is permitted.

(26) se4

neg.exist
mã2Pãh5

self.1s
ki3-Rãh3,
perf-buy,

xwã43

Juan
ki3-Rãh3

perf-buy
tSu3tSe32

chicken

‘It wasn’t me who bought (it), Juan bought the chicken.’

(27) se4

neg.exist
mã2Pãh5

self.1s
kweh3

perf.jump
Riã32

face
tSi3Nga4,
fence,

mã2Pã4=ReP1

self=2s
kweh3

perf.jump
Riã32

face
tSi3Na4

fence

‘It wasn’t me who jumped over the fence, you jumped over the fence.’

(28) *sih3

3s
ki3-Pjah3

perf-do
ttu2

thievery
tSa3kah5

pig

‘He stole the pig.’

(29) mã2Pã3=sih3

self=3s
ki3-Pjah3

perf-do
ttu2

thievery
tSa3kah5

pig

‘He stole the pig.’

Any attempt to make the clitic independent results in the mã²ʔã³ 
construction being used, as these examples show.
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Clitics can attach to topic markers too
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Clitics may also attach to the pre-verbal topic marker /Be4/, as examples (30) and
(31) demonstrate. The examples in this section demonstrate that, in addition to the non-
selectivity criterion, endoclitics like the 1s and enclitics like the 3m are always morphologi-
cally bound.

(30) Beh5

top.1s
kã2Pãh2

pot.go
ka2-PnaP2

pot-come

‘As for me, I will go and return.’

(31) Be4=sih3

top=3s
ki3-Pjah3

perf-do
ttu2

thievery
tSa3kah5

pig

‘It was him who stole the pig.’

3.2.3 Some other shared properties of clitic pronouns
The phonological properties of the endoclitics will be discussed in the following chapter, but
it is worth discussing some of the morphosyntactic properties here distinguishing clitics from
prefixal morphology. The first property is the observation that clitic+host combinations are
more likely to have paradigmatic gaps in a given language. This is a rather vague criterion
as it is not clear what types of affixes should be compared with clitics. As discussed in the
previous chapters on nominal and verbal morphology, there are possessive prefixes on nouns,
and aspectual, causative, and iterative prefixes on verbs. While there are semantically-
motivated gaps, i.e. the lack of an imperfective among causative-marked verbs, there are no
paradigmatic gaps in the application of these prefixes. Thus, this criterion for clitic-hood
appears irrelevant to the language.

The second criterion is the observation that combinations of a clitic and its host are
less likely to have idiosyncratic semantic properties than combinations of a stem with an
affix. Comparing pronominal clitics to derivational verbal prefixes, we do observe more
idiosyncratic semantics in the latter. Whereas cliticized stems have completely predictable
semantic properties – they mark person and number – certain causative and iterative verbs
are more idiosyncratic. There are also a large number of seemingly derived verbs in the
language where no bare, underived form exists, much like English uncouth/*couth. Since
unpossessed nouns and verbs with full NP subjects exist, no comparable pattern is observed
with cliticized stems.

Table 2 shows examples of derived verbs with idiosyncratic semantic properties. The
majority of verbs with the derivational prefixes have completely predictable semantics. The
forms given in Table 2 have a clear semantic relationship with the underived forms, but
given the semantic extensions of the derived forms, they are probably lexicalized. Semantic
extensions such as these do not occur for cliticized stems, though note that we are also
comparing derivational prefixes with an inflectional category (person). If we were to instead
compare the aspectual prefixes on verbs to clitics, we would find no idiosyncratic semantic
properties in the former. This leads to the same type of criticism that we have made for



Pronouns are always dependent and non-selective

• The examples here demonstrate that pronouns are always dependent 
on a host in Triqui, regardless of where they occur.

• They are also always non-selective – there are no constraint on the 
type of constituent which they may apply to.

• What other criteria might be important for “clitic-hood”?
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Other criteria

2. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have accidental or 
paradigmatic gaps.  OK

3. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have idiosyncratic 
phonological shapes.  OK

4. Affixes are more likely than clitic+host combinations to have idiosyncratic 
semantics.    WEIRD

5. Syntactic rules affect affixed words, but not clitic+host combinations. 
     UNCLEAR (prefix vs “suffix”)

6. Only clitics may attach to material already containing clitics.
     OK
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On the weird criteria

• Since the only other affixes in Triqui are possessed prefixes on nouns 
and verbal prefixes, it is rather odd to compare prefixal morphology 
with what might be suffixal.

• The clitics do not appear to have any idiosyncratic semantics – they 
are always just marking person. 

• This differs a little from the causative/iterative derivational prefixes on 
verbs, but the inflectional (aspect) or possessed (nominal) prefixation 
also lacks idiosyncratic semantics.
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Some idiosyncratic derivational morphology

• Some of the derivational prefixes (/tu-/ for causatives, /n(a)-/ for 
iteratives) result in idiosyncratic meanings.
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Table 2: Verbs with derivational prefixes (iterative /n(a3)-/ and causative /tu3-/)
and idiosyncratic semantics.

Underived verb Derived verb
a4Pñıh4 ‘to open, uncover’ n-a4Pñıh4 ‘to revive (a person)’
Ri32 ‘to take out, to get’ na3-Ri32 ‘to draw or print’
tSi3Pnãh2 ‘to reproduce, have sex’ tu3-tSi3Pnãh2 ‘to overplay/copy (music, forms)’
a4tuh4 ‘to enter’ tu3-kwa4tuh4 ‘to sneak someone in’
a3kwah4 ‘to yell’ tu3-ka3kwah4 ‘to honk at (in a car)’

the notion of paradigmatic gaps – it is not clear what types of affixes in Triqui should be
compared with clitics. The complete lack of suffixation in the language makes comparisons
difficult.

The more useful notions distinguishing clitics from affixes in Itunyoso Triqui is attachment
location and order. All affixes are prefixal in the language, while all clitics attach at the right
edge. Prefixation necessarily precedes any cliticization. Though the full set of phonological
changes related to endoclitics are discussed in the following chapter, clitics must apply after
prefixal morphology has applied since the set of morphophonological rules determining tonal
changes are sensitive to tonal changes related to verbal aspect. We have also already seen
that pronominal clitics may attach onto clitics marking number to create compositional
clitics. However, there is another ordering principle of relevance here – only pronominal
clitics may attach onto other pronominal clitics.

(32) ta3-ni43=(1)soP1

[ta3ni41soP1]
caus-lower.1s=2s.obj

‘I lowered you (down).’

(33) ta3-nih3=(1)ReP1=sih3

[ta3nih1ReP1sih3]
caus-lower=2s=3m

‘You lowered him (down).’

(34) ta3-nih3=sih3=ũh3

caus-lower=3m=3f

‘He lowered her (down).’

Since we have not yet examined the extreme complexity of the 1st person endoclitics
(see the following chapter), examples (32) - (34) are worth some discussion here. In (32),
the causative verb stem /ta3-nih3/ ‘to lower’ undergoes a tonal alternation and a process



What about clitic 
doubling?
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Only pronouns appear to be able to 
attach to words with clitics.

This would suggest that these are 
indeed clitics instead of affixes.



And idiosyncratic phonology?

• There is a lot of idiosyncratic phonology associated with the 
endoclitics in Itunyoso Triqui (to come next week).

• At least for the things labelled “enclitic”, they seem to pass the “clitic 
test” and would be considered proper clitics.

• The category of endoclitic is tougher though.
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Summary of criteria for clitic-hood

Criterion Endoclitics Enclitics Expectations
Non-selectivity yes yes yes
Prosodic independence no no no
Syntactic independence no no no
Paradigmatic gaps no no no
Idiosyncratic phonology yes no no
Clitic doubling yes yes yes
Idiosyncratic semantics no no no
Sensitive to syntactic rules ? ? no
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